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Audiovisual tools as integrated part of information transfer strategies B. Kämmerling LIZ-Koordinationsstelle, Pfeifer & Langen KG, Dürener Str. 67, 50189 Elsdorf, Germany; [email protected] Abstract Agricultural extension services must find new communication tools to get the message to the grower and make him act, therefore the messages have to be personalized as much as possible and reach the recipients ´gut feeling´ to make him share ideas and act. The role of print media is well known and adapted, finally there is something to keep in the ´hands´ to rely on. But there is still the disadvantage of a one–way communication. Tools like the scheme ´estimation of crop losses at harvest´ are helpful, it is something to give personal inputs on, but the user feels still alone with himself. Audiovisual tools such as video-instructions explain complex issues short, create a closer contact to the recipient and give a better understanding of the senders message. The next step is the short-movie. It picks up the viewer from where he is and leads him gently but consistently without a written text to the actual goal. If the viewer recognizes his own situation in the film, he may be animated to act himself accordingly. If the target is to communicate lots of different messages and to create a lasting commitment, a dedicated communication platform such as a special news program ´Beet-TV´ is most effective. By means of such a platform with different audiovisual elements a more personalized, durable, comfortable, and perhaps even entertaining relationship may arise. Experiences about using audiovisual media in extension services for sugar beet production are presented. Conclusions for the implementation of audiovisual media in information transfer strategies are given. Keywords: information transfer, audiovisual tools, video-instruction, communication strategies Information transfer today Information seems to be abstract and objective, but it is always driven by the senders intention. If this intention is to get e.g. scientific information into practice, the message must be recognized as interesting, important and/or sensitive, at least it must draw the recipients attention. The final challenge is to motivate and activate the recipient for different behaviour and make him draw new conclusions for his business. How can this intention be transferred with maintainable inputs to a large number of recipients? Permanent personal presence to beet growers is no solution, because it cannot be assured with disposable manpower capacities of consultants. Therefore extension services for thousands of sugar beet growers are in the need of service tools to close the gap between advisory demands and training capacities. The role of print media is well known and adapted, finally there is something to keep ‘in my hands’ to rely on. The usual way of information transfer is the written article. Themes are shown in the title and the facts are described in a text. Though the attractiveness is low.
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This is pointed out by the Agricultural Information Service Sugar beet ´LIZ´. A survey performed during the sugar beet harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha and 5 ton/ha. The largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the loss of whole beets is insignificant. Sugar beet harvest-losses vary in a wide range



Sugar beet harvest-losses vary in a wide range beet out harvest-losses vary in a wide range ThisSugar isout pointed the Agricultural Information Service Sugar beet beet ´LIZ´. ´LIZ´. A surveyAperformed This is pointed by thebyAgricultural Information Service Sugar survey during the sugar beet harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha and 5 ton/ha. This is pointed out by the Agricultural Information Service Sugar beet ´LIZ´. A survey performed performed The during the sugar beet harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha during largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the loss of whole beets is insignificant. sugar beet harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha and 5 ton/ha. and 5 ton/ha. the The largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the loss of whole The largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the loss of whole beets is insignificant. beets is insignificant.



The content of the message (in this specific example, the level and causes of the harvest If the text an attractive and picture, the appeal has already significantly losses) canisbeadded muchbybetter presented bydistinctive means of an additional graphical illustration. In this If the text isincreased. added bycase anpicture attractive and distinctive picture, the appeal has/ already significantly ´A tells than aand thousand words´. The chance thathas thewas message will be particular differentiation according to ´skill´ (best / average worst) added, so that If the text is aadded by anmore attractive distinctive picture, the appeal already significantly increased. ´A tells more than thousand The chance thearise. message will bewill be perceived at all increases significantly. in picture the viewers perception thea more question his individual status may This psychologic increased. ´A picture tells thanabout awords´. thousand words´. Thethat chance that the message is to at participate the viewer into the subject and to involve him for solutions. perceived at element allperceived increases significantly. all increases significantly. Sugar beet harvest-losses vary in a wide range



Sugar beet harvest-losses vary in avary wide Sugar beet harvest-losses in arange wide range This is pointed out by the Agricultural Information Service This is pointed out by the Agricultural Information Service Sugar beet Sugar beet ´LIZ´. A survey performed during the sugar beet This is pointed out by the Agricultural Information Service ´LIZ´. A survey performed during the sugar beet harvest in 2008 resulted harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha and 5 Sugar beet ´LIZ´. A survey performed during the sugar beet ton/ha.between 1 to/ha and 5 ton/ha. The largest part of losses with total losses harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha and 5 The largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the ton/ha. is caused byloss root breaks, while the loss of whole beets is insignificant. of whole beets is insignificant. The largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the loss of whole beets is insignificant.



The content of the message (in this specific example, the level and causes of the harvest losses) content of the message (inofthis example, the level and causes theparticular harvest can be muchThe better presented by means anspecific additional graphical illustration. In of this losses) can be much better presented by means of an additional graphical illustration. In this The content of thetomessage (in this specific/ example, theadded, level and causes of the harvest case a differentiation according ´skill´ (best / average worst) was that in theadded, viewers particular a differentiation according ´skill´ / average graphical /so worst) was soInthat losses) case can be much better presented bytomeans of(best an additional illustration. this perception the question about his individual status arise. Thisstatus psychologic element is to in the viewerscase perception the question aboutmay his individual may/ arise. particular a differentiation according to ´skill´ (best / average worst)This was psychologic added, so that participate the viewer into theperception subject involve him for individual solutions. element to participate theand viewer into the subject and to involve forarise. solutions. in theisviewers theto question about his statushim may This psychologic element is to participate the viewer into the subject and to involve him for solutions.



This presentation isvary nowadays standard Sugar beet harvest-losses in a wide rangeand, facing further more developed communication tools, we have to ask if this is good enough to activate the recipient and make him react in a This is pointed outway by the Service Sugar beet different or Agricultural move him to Information change his behaviour? ´LIZ´. A survey performed during the sugar beet harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha and 5 ton/ha. The largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the loss of whole beets is insignificant.



This presentation is nowadays standard and, facing further more developed communication



tools, wepresentation have to askisifnowadays this is good enoughand, to activate the recipient and make communication him react in a This facing morecommunication developed This presentation is nowadays standard and, standard facing further more further developed tools, different way or move him to change his behaviour? ask if this is good enough to activate the recipient and in make him react in a we have to asktools, if thisweis have goodtoenough to activate the recipient and make him react a different different way or move him to change his behaviour? way or move him to change his behaviour? Of course not! Even if there are only one–way communication channels available, there are additional instruments that can be used to involve the recipient in a practical direction.
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Of not! Even ififthere are communication channels available, Ofcourse course not!not! Even are only one–waycommunication communication channels available, thereare are Of course Even ifthere there areonly onlyone–way one–way channels available, there there are additional instruments that can be used to involve the recipient in a practical direction. additional instrumentsthat thatcan canbe be used used to recipient in ain practical direction. additional instruments toinvolve involvethethe recipient a practical direction.



In the article below a scheme for the individual ´estimation of crop losses at harvest´ is added and InInthe below aWithout for individual ´estimation of losses atatand harvest´ isisadded Inarticle the displayed. article below a scheme forthe the individual ´estimation crop losses atvalue harvest´ is added graphically giving further explanations and of incentives the usefulness the article below ascheme scheme for the individual ´estimation ofcrop crop losses harvest´ added and graphically displayed. Without giving further explanations and incentives the value and and graphically displayed. Without giving further explanations and incentives the value and of this ´decision tool´ for readers is not very convincing and motivating to start any action. and graphically displayed. Without giving further explanations and incentives the valueTo and usefulness of this ´decision tool´ forreaders readers not very convincing andand motivating to start any usefulness this ´decision tool´ for isarticle not very convincing motivating toto start any underline theof practicability of the application theis is completed with a corresponding photo. usefulness of this ´decision tool´ for readers is not very convincing and motivating start any action. To underline the practicabilityof of the the application thethe article is completed with with a action. To underline the practicability application article is completed a The recipient of the message is practically shown in the photo and so he might be more encouraged action. To underline the practicability of the application the article is completed with a corresponding photo. The recipient of the message is practically shown in the photo and so he corresponding photo. The ofofthe is practically shown in the photo and so he to become himself. corresponding photo. Therecipient recipient themessage message mightactive be more encouraged to become active himself. is practically shown in the photo and so he



might mightbe bemore moreencouraged encouragedtotobecome becomeactive activehimself. himself. How to avoid sugar beet harvest-losses Yield losses caused by sugar beet harvest technology can be avoided with little effort. This is pointed out by the Agricultural Information Service Sugar beet ´LIZ´. A survey performed during the sugar beet harvest in 2008 resulted with total losses between 1 to/ha and 5 ton/ha. The largest part of losses is caused by root breaks, while the loss of whole beets is insignificant.



A simple handout-scheme documents which losses can arise and how they can be avoided by machine setting of the harvest



Future strategies to improve communication Working with modern media allows to benefit from more possibilities to impart the message effectively. By means of voice-integrated ´video-instructions´ the step into practice is more Future strategies to improve communication direct. The voice (the spoken word) gives the impression that you're not alone. There is a Future strategies totothe improve communication Future strategies improve communication person busy with same issue. The voice also relieves the recipient from reading a tedious text with and assists in an efficient perception of complicated Whentofinally thethe message Working modern media allows to benefit from moregraphics. possibilities impart Working with modern media allows benefit from possibilities the completion of the form is progressively demonstrated, the message can be to communicated in Working with modern media allowstoto benefit frommore more toimpart impart themessage message effectively. By means of voice-integrated ´video-instructions´ thepossibilities step into practice is more direct. effectively. By means of voice-integrated ´video-instructions´ the step into practice is more shorter time (because of precise and short guidance) with less own expense. In addition it effectively. By means of voice-integrated ´video-instructions´ the step intoispractice isbusy more The voice (the spoken word) gives the impression that you’re not alone. There a person encourages the(the recipient to overcome his inhibitions for ownthat activities. A musical direct. The voice spoken word) gives the impression you're not alone. There isisaa direct. The voice (the spoken word) gives the impression that you're not alone. There with the same issue. The voice also relieves the recipient from reading a tedious text and assists background-deposit may issue. also give atmospheric person busy with the same The voice alsosupport. relieves the recipient from reading a tedious



person busy with the same issue. The voice alsoWhen relieves the recipient from reading a tedious in anand efficient perception of complicated graphics. finally the completion of the form is text assists ininan efficient perception ofofcomplicated graphics. When finally the text and assists an efficient perception complicated graphics. When finally the progressively demonstrated, the message can be communicated in shorter time (because of precise completion ofofthe demonstrated, can inin completion theform formisisprogressively progressively demonstrated,the themessage message canbe becommunicated communicated and short guidance) with less own expense. In addition it encourages the recipient toInovercome his shorter shortertime time(because (becauseof ofprecise preciseand andshort shortguidance) guidance)with withless lessown ownexpense. expense. Inaddition additionitit inhibitions for own activities. A musical background-deposit may also give atmospheric support. encourages encouragesthe therecipient recipienttotoovercome overcomehis hisinhibitions inhibitionsfor forown ownactivities. activities.AAmusical musical (The ´video-instruction´ for the ´estimation of crop losses at harvest´ is shown in the presentation). background-deposit background-depositmay mayalso alsogive giveatmospheric atmosphericsupport. support. To communicate the message even more effective, however there are still more possibilities: the short-movie. It picks up the viewer from where he is and leads him gently but consistently with EFITA conference ’09 
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To communicate the message even more effective, however there are still more possibilities: the short-movie. It picks up the viewer from where he is and leads him gently but consistently with moving images, words and music, but without a written text to the actual goal. It is important that the viewer in the film recognizes his own situation and will be animated to act moving images, words and music,For butmotivation, without a written text to the actualofgoal. It is important himself accordingly. the (economic) benefits his action should bethat highlighted in the film. the viewer in the film recognizes his own situation and will be animated to act himself accordingly.



For motivation, the (economic) benefits of his action should be highlighted in the film.



In the previous example the transfer of a single message is described. If the target is to communicate lots of different messages and to create a lasting commitment, then it is not sufficient to present ´once in a while´ some thematic videos shortoffilms on amessage homepage. In the previous example theand transfer a single is described. If the target is to More efficientcommunicate is a dedicatedlots communication platform in the internet such ascommitment, a special news program of different messages and to create a lasting then it is not ´Beet-TV´. Atsufficient a fixed to time (and onwards also available in the archives) current themes are to present ´once in a while´ some thematic videos and short films on a homepage. be presented as news and movies. The viewer, with little effort, is enabled to keep himself well efficient dedicatedacommunication platform in the internet such as a special news informed. By More means of suchis aa platform more personalized, durable, comfortable, and perhaps program ´Beet-TV´. Atarise. a fixed time (and onwards also available in the archives) current even entertaining relationship may themes are to be presented as news and movies. The viewer, with little effort, is enabled to keep himself well informed. By means of such a platform a more personalized, durable, comfortable, and perhaps even entertaining relationship may arise.
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